BON-CLYDE LEARNING CENTER, INC. AND
MOORE COUNTY KENNEL CLUB
WAIVER

I understand that attendance at an Agility trial is not without risk to myself or my dog, because
some of the dogs which I (we) will be exposed may be difficult to control and may be the cause
of injury even when handled with the greatest amount of care.
I hereby waive and release the BON-CLYDE LEARNING CENTER, INC. and MCKC from any and
all liability of any nature, for injury or damage which I or my dog may suffer, including
specifically, but without limitation, any injury or damage resulting from the action of said dog,
or any other dog, and I expressly assume the risk of any such damage or injury while attending
the Agility trial, or while on the training grounds or the surrounding area thereto.
I hereby agree to indemnify and hold harmless BON-CLYDE LEARNING CENTER, INC and MCKC,
from any and all claims by any member of my family or any other person accompanying me to
this Agility trial or while on the grounds or surrounding area thereto as a result of any action
by any dog, including my own, or for any other reason.

*** SPECIAL COVID-19 LIABILITY RELEASE ***
Due to the current outbreak of the novel coronavirus and COVID-19 illness, BON-CLYDE
LEARNING CENTER, INC AND MCKC. are taking extra precautions to ensure the health and
well-being of its attendees.
 According to the CDC and the State of NC Face Masks are not required if you have your
Covid shots.
 Dogs can be crated in the car, or a crating area will be allowed in the building. No xpens, tables, or unentered dogs will be allowed. Chairs will be provided, or you can
bring a single folding chair. No Spectators are allowed and no ring side seating.
 Hand sanitizer, soap, and surface cleaning supplies will be provided by BON-CLYDE
LEARNING CENTER, INC. and MCKC for use as much as possible, subject to the
availability of such supplies.
 Social distancing will be encouraged at all times.

 The most common symptoms of COVID-19 include fever (>99.5◦F), fatigue, dry cough,
and difficulty breathing. By signing below, I voluntarily agree to assume all of the
foregoing risks for coronavirus/COVID-19, assert that the following statements are all
true, and hereby release BON-CLYDE LEARNING CENTER, INC. and the MCKC, its
employees, and agents from all liability for exposure, infection, illness, disability, death,
or other harm as a result of coronavirus/COVID-19:
 I understand the above symptoms of COVID-19 and affirm that I and my household
members do not currently have, nor have experienced the symptoms listed above,
WITHIN THE LAST 14 DAYS.
 I affirm that I and my household members have not traveled outside of the country or to
any city considered to be a "hot spot" for COVID-19 infections WITHIN THE PAST 30
DAYS.

I fully understand all the guidelines and rules of entering this facility and agree with all
the safety precautions being taken to protect everyone from the Covid-19 virus. I am
aware of possible risks and will not hold Bon-Clyde or the Moore County Kennel club
liable.

__________________________________________________
Signature (Parent/Guardian must sign for minors (seal)

______________________________________________________
PRINT NAME AND DATE

No person will be allowed in the building without signing the waiver. (No Exceptions)

